Once upon a time Dr. Shimanishi, the discoverer of what we today call Roxtract Solution
in America was viewing a. picturesque landscape on an island off the coast of Japan. A
shapely pine tree was sitting on top of a boulder against the background of the gorgeous
Pacific blue. A question occurred in his mind. How does the tree sustain its life sitting
on a boulder? Where do its nutrients come from?
Nutrients from rocks, perhaps? That was his guess, but how? His conclusion was that
those hair- like roots (like our capillaries) had a natural ability to extract minerals from
the boulder and the rest was up to the rain and the sun for its health. His eventual
conclusion was that answers to everything in our life could be and should be found in
Nature.
After decades of research that had sent him to many continents of the world, in search of
the best rocks that contained most abundant minerals, he found them. In his own
backyard! The rest is history and thanks to his work, we have become the beneficiaries
of his discovery. He invented a patented way to extract minerals from those rocks called
black mica and maintain them in an ionized form. Eventually he became the authority on
the treatment and cleaning of water in Japan. This extraordinary discovery has led not
only to the betterment of human health, but to revolutions in such industries as
agriculture, poultry, horticulture, aquatics, raw sewage treatment, and waste water
treatment. As a result, major conglomerates now use his lab as the final resource for their
respective water treatment. Youve heard of Sony, Toyota, Hitachi, Matsushita , many
other big companies known throughout the world. . . ; they are his major clients today.
So what have we found his minerals in an ionized form do?
-

Orange County of California discovered that they could treat their raw sewage
with this solution.
In poultry industry, they discovered that egg yolks were bigger and the shells
harder.
In agriculture, Korea learned that rice stalks did not easily bend under the power
of a Typhoon. This is a tremendous implication for the industry.
In the dairy industry, cow manures are considered hardest to break down because
of their high alkalinity. Roxtract Solution can render it a complete
biodegradability.
In Japan, aquatic industry already uses Roxtract (under a different name) to raise
fishes, including their favorite Unagi, eels.
Using Roxtract, we can make water to be surgically clean.
In horticulture, Roxtract has been used as powerful nutrients in growing flowers.
People who sell cut flowers have benefited greatly in prolonging the life of cut
flowers.
In fruit industry, Roxtract is used to deliver healthy dosage of abundant minerals
to their fruits so that consumers can benefit from them.

-

Medical researches have learned that the power of Roxtract has resulted in many
new discoveries. Extraordinary findings will be announced in the future
newsletters.

In the Roxtract Water System;
-

-

-

We have discovered that these minerals in an ionized form can help hydrate our
body much faster than regular water. With our Roxtract Water System, we can
deliver living water to everybody who invests in this non electric, gravity fed
device.
There are 22 lab proven minerals in an ionized form. We believe there are over
40 trace minerals in the Roxtract Solution.
We have a scientific document that proves that the cluster of water molecule will
be reduced to 6.5 from 12, which is the size of other kinds of water we label as
dead water. Reverse osmosis water, distilled water, tap water, purified water
are all dead water. Other than hydration, they do little in terms of delivering
benefits to our health.
Roxtract minerals have the ability to decalcify. Therefore any calcification buildup that takes place within our body will be dissolved. Think of the implication
from the dental issues to kidney stones.
Roxtract minerals seem to teach our body how to go fishing. (We dont give you
fish; but minerals do the teaching to your body.)
Minerals in an ionized form do a fast garbage collection work. That means toxins
within our body will be fast ushered out thru urine, sweat and other transportation
methods. (Arent the toxins reasons for illnesses?)
Roxtract Minerals draw purest oxygen from the water they are in, sending fresh
dosage of oxygen to your body, every time you drink this water. This means that
Roxtract water can be stored for eternity, as long as you keep it in the dark. If left
for the direct or indirect exposure to the sun, the water develops algae within.
Dont worry. This is healthy algae, but you may not like the green stuff you
see in the water.

What are some of the things we hear from people . . . .
-

My skin from the 2nd day on feels like silk.
My nails are more pliable than before,
I dont lose hair any more.
I dont bloat any more
My surgeon said that Id require 6 months for a complete recovery. I recovered in
two months.
I lost weight.
I dont have to sleep as much as I used to. (One person said he now sleeps only 4
hrs. a night.)
The pain I have sustained from arthritis disappeared within a week after I started
this water.
The acute pain I had from a kidney stone disappeared within days.

-

My bowel has changed to soft one like babys, including the color (yellow).
I have so much energy now.
It tastes so good that I find myself drawn to the Roxtract water constantly.
I dont get a hunger pain. Sometimes I can go a whole day without eating food,
as long as I am drinking this water.
My concentration has become sharper and more focused.
I feel I have a complete control over health, energy and thought.
My blood pressure dropped within a week.
My blood sugar count dropped. My doctor asks what I have been doing.
This water seems to teach me whats good to drink and whats bad to eat. How?
I get a severe stomach ache if I drink beer or whisky and this lasts a whole day
sometimes.
My kids suddenly began drinking this water and now stay away from nationally
famous soft drinks. (Sorry, we cant name them. But you know them.)
The taste of my coffee with this water is unbelievable.
My tea tastes so- - - sweet now.
My coffee tastes fabulous.
My rice tastes much better.

Our conclusive impression is that given proper nutrition, our body seems to know what to
do with them. And we are definitely implying health. This is why our motto is We sell
health. Interested?
Everybody has a right do die healthy.

